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ABSTRACT 
Mohall, M. 2015. Measuring spatial mobility using cell phone data – towards new 
perspectives on accessibility. Kulturgeografiska institutionen, Arbetsrapportserie, Uppsala 
universitet.   
 
In recent years, spatial data derived from cell phones has become increasingly recognized as a 
valuable data source for urban analysis. Using a sizeable dataset depicting the physical 
movements of several million Swedish and Danish cell phones during 24 hours, an analysis of 
aggregated individual mobility levels and mobility patterns is conducted. The analysis covers 
two measurements of mobility, total diurnal mobility and commuting mobility. Findings 
indicate that phone data may provide seminal insights on otherwise scarcely accessible 
information on how space is experienced and interacted with depending on the individual's 
residential location. The data is analysed using a broad set of spatial analysis techniques 
incorporating both statistical and visual representations of spatial mobility and spatial 
relationships.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
  
1.1 New perspectives on mobility and spatial data 
Following the rapid rise of a digital and connected society, a number of early proclamations 
predicted how distance would soon become obsolete (see for instance Cairncross, 1997).  
Information and communication technology (ICT) has redefined the significance of 
remoteness and accessibility, but any demise appears to be far away (Jacks, 2009; Tranos & 
Nijkamp, 2012). However, society has indeed become increasingly mobile (Sheller & Urry, 
2006). Time-space convergence, increased lengthy daily commuting and a steadily decreasing 
importance of former administrative and economic borders all serves to prove this (Cresswell, 
2010). Nevertheless, even though increased mobility could be expected to diminish the 
significance of space and place, the evidence rather points to the opposite (Bertolini & Dijst, 
2003). What has happened is instead that different overlapping mobility environments have 
spawned, composed of both places (e.g. central districts) and moments in time (e.g. 
commuting hours) (Bertolini & Dijst, 2003, p. 31). Mobility can among many other things be 
regarded as a measurement of an individual's access to opportunities, similar to other socio-
economic variables commonly used to characterize spatial relationships (Kwan, 1999). 
Discussions on residential segregation and spatial isolation frequently unconsciously concern 
matters governed by individual mobility. However, its impact is rarely properly 
acknowledged. The difficulties associated with assessing individual mobility on large scale 
may likely be a contributing factor.    

Only very recently have entirely new resources for studies of spatial mobility emerged as 
new sources of previously either scarce or unavailable information have become more 
accessible. On a daily basis, the contemporary connected citizen passively leaves vast 
amounts of spatial traces while performing common daily routines. This includes for example 
using social media, search engines and location-based services as well as making use of credit 
cards or public infrastructure with some degree of data logging. Records of these activities are 
being compiled into massive dataset commonly termed as big data. Although still a term 
lacking a coherent definition, big data is generally considered as unusually large datasets 
(compared to what is generally used within a field or organization) requiring advanced 
computational knowledge and technology to handle (Gordon, 2013; Boyd & Crawford, 2012). 
Spatial big data's potential usefulness within urban analysis has become increasingly 
recognized, although still considered as a novel and to a certain degree experimental source of 
data (Batty, 2012). Among geographers, there has been an emerging interest for using spatial 
big data for analyses on individual mobility and the spatiotemporal construction of areas and 
regions (Arribas-Bel, 2013; Batty, 2013; Kitchin, 2013).  

More than anything, the now so established custom to at all times carry and make use of a 
cell phone has spawned a fine-grained quantitative source of mobility data of quantities 
previously difficult to imagine. Although cell phone ownership is not evenly distributed 
across the globe, the amount of subscribers in developing countries is constantly rising, with 
almost the whole world's population using cell phones (ITU, 2011). Spatial data derived from 
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movements of cell phones now constitutes one of the most useable and detailed data sources 
for large-scale studies of spatial mobility (Reades et al, 2007; Reades et al, 2009; Shoval, 
2007). During the last few years, methodologies on how to use these data sources have 
gradually become accessible to a wider scientific audience. Hence, the near majority of the 
world's population is now constantly generating mobility data useable within research 
(Steenbruggen et al, 2014, p. 2). Analysing individual daily spatial experiences has become 
more possible than ever before.   

 
1.2 Study purpose and research questions  
A research team at the Department of Social and Economic Geography at Uppsala University 
has through cooperation with a telecommunications company acquired a major dataset 
covering records on the physical movements of millions of Swedish and Danish phones 
during a 24-hour weekday.1 Getting access to this kind of large-scale data has so far been 
reserved for a relatively small category of researchers. The main aim of this study is to 
evaluate implementations of this type of large and complex cell phone datasets within 
analyses of individual spatial mobility. By making effective use of the vast amount of 
spatiotemporally highly detailed data, an analysis is conducted on the spatial mobility of a 
substantial sample of the Swedish and Danish populations. Except for small-scale studies 
using location-based services, no mobility study using larger cell phone datasets has been 
conducted in either Sweden or Denmark. Unlike for spatial data of a more ordinary nature 
(e.g. censuses and geocoded statistics), there are relatively few sources available outlining 
conventional research methodologies and data handling procedures covering phone data.  
Many of the ordinary statistical processes used within spatial analysis are not applicable. 
Consequently, describing the process in which the data is prepared for analysis and what 
opportunities and limitations it offers for research purposes will be a key focus within the 
study. An appendix section also contains a selection of the SPSS scripts that were constructed 
and used within the computational process. The scripts contain advisory comments and may 
be treated as pseudo code for applications in other statistical software.  

The study is rooted in a firm belief that mobility can be regarded as an assessment of an 
individual's access to space and society's opportunities, including but not limited to the job 
market, leisure time activities, cultural infrastructure etc. Thus, measurements of mobility 
have high validity within research on e.g. segregation, accessibility and gendered experiences 
of space. Mobility should therefore as far as possible be assessed using a holistic approach 
where a multitude of the factors influencing individual mobility are accounted for. In practice, 
this could for example mean that mobility data is compared with residential statistics or 
national travel surveys. However, merely handling and developing a framework for how to 
deal with a large cell phone dataset delivered straight from a service provider amounts to a 
great deal of work. Considering the study's limited time frame, very little time is available for 

                                                 
1 It is of utmost importance to stress that the data is completely anonymised already on delivery from the source. 
The research team does not possess any means to link a phone with its actual subscriber/owner (see section 2.4 
for an in-depth discussion on data sensitivity). 
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studies of external factors governing individual mobility. Hence, only the most basic external 
spatial circumstances such as the effect of urban or rural regions are considered within the 
analysis. The main focus is to make the best use of what the cell phone dataset offers by itself.  

The study can therefore be described as focused on developing and testing methodologies 
for analysing the mobility levels of a large population, rather than examining the actual 
underlying reasons. Tracing the finer explanations for why individuals' exhibit different 
mobility levels will have to be a question left for future research. Since the applied 
methodologies are largely experimental, findings should primarily be regarded as indications 
pointing towards questions that should be further examined in more detail. Much additional 
testing and critical examination is likely required before findings may be presented with 
greater reliability. 

The individual spatial mobility of millions of phones is estimated using two cohesive 
measurements, total diurnal mobility and commuting mobility. Total diurnal mobility is 
considered as the total distance of physical movement conducted by an individual during 24 
hours. Commuting mobility concerns the travelling distance between estimated locations of 
home and job during a defined time period. The two measurements are compared with each 
other in an analysis of how mobility habits are spread among Swedish and Danish users. The 
presumption is that both measurements are interrelated. Since one measurement concerns all 
movement while the other respectively measures a specific aspect within a defined time 
frame, it should be beneficial to compare them side-by-side as a cohesive measurement of 
mobility. In practice, each individual phone is assigned with estimated locations of home and 
job. Using these locations, it is possible to study how the spatiotemporal habits of residents 
varies across space; to what extent an individual's mobility is affected by the residential 
location. It is not primarily the mobility of single individuals which is of interest, but how 
high or low mobility among residents appears to be affected by external factors and how high 
or low mobility clusters are spread throughout the study area. Since the number of users 
represents a large enough share of the total populations in Sweden and Denmark, the data is 
believed to be suitable for sampling the mobility of both populations.  

An early hypothesis is that mobility routines are correlated with other well-known spatial 
phenomena. The amount and nature of such correlations can be regarded as a measurement of 
the validity of the data for sampling human mobility. For example, where a substantial part of 
the population is known to commute long distances on a weekday basis, analysis of the data 
should be expected to render a similar relationship. When this appears to not be the case, one 
of two explanations is likely true. Either, the data is not sufficient for sampling the process at 
hand, or a previously unknown spatial relationship has been revealed through the analysis. It 
is among these unexpected spatial discrepancies that new and possibly rewarding knowledge 
of how mobility levels are spatially distributed among residents can be uncovered. 
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Hence, three primary research questions can be stated:  
 
Can large-scale cell phone data be used to measure the spatial mobility of a larger population?  
 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of using large-scale cell phone data to study 
spatial mobility on countrywide and local levels?  
 
What aspects should a proper methodological approach to handle cell phone data contain?  
  
1.3 Disposition 
The study is divided in four consecutive sections. The first section consists of a literature 
review on the concept of spatial mobility and various aspects of acquiring and using phone 
data within urban analysis, including a section on ethics. The next section covers an overview 
of the data material and research design followed by a results section where the statistical and 
visual results of the analysis are outlined. A concluding discussion on the results including a 
summary of ideas for future research finishes the study.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this section, the concept of spatial mobility and access to opportunities is briefly reviewed 
followed by an overview of applications of phone data within urban analysis and the most 
common approaches used to acquire source data. Next, ethical aspects of handling individual 
mobility data are considered. Finally, critical perspectives on cell phone data and an overview 
of its current status within geography and spatial analysis are examined.  
 
2.1 Spatial mobility, spatial experience and access to opportunities   
The multifaceted concept of spatial mobility has a long history within geography. In Torsten 
Hägerstrand's Innovation diffusion as a spatial process (1953), Hägerstand went to great 
lengths describing the ties between society and individual mobility. He described how each 
individual maintains a unique mobility trajectory with the residential location as the central 
point (Hägerstrand, 1953, p. 13). Suggesting analytical methods that would allow for 
determining and visually representing these trajectories, Hägerstrand saw it as beneficial to 
examine society's whole system of mobility, thus examining each and every individual's own 
daily trajectory to gain an understanding of daily experiences of mobility and space. Since 
there was no suitable data available for large-scale analyses of individual mobility, he 
proposed small-scale studies as an alternative approach (Hägerstrand, 1953, p. 14). When 
later developing his time geography framework (1970), Hägerstrand stated that in order to 
understand the spatial experience of an individual, it is necessary to have not only space 
coordinates but also time coordinates (Hägerstrand, 1970, p. 10).  

Sheller and Urry (2006) describes the increasing interest in mobility within social science 
as wide enough to be considered as a new mobilities paradigm or a mobilities turn. According 
to the authors, the increasingly mobile society has finally spawned an anticipated interest 
from social scientists to account for the impact of mobility on individuals. This turn has also 
been affecting geography, with a number of new journal issues on mobilities having appeared 
during only the last few years (Cresswell & Meriman, 2010). At first, one might argue that 
geography has indeed for a long time been concerned with mobility. For example, transport 
geographers have long interested themselves in mobility from a wide range of viewpoints 
(Fox, 1995). However, there has still been a tendency to mainly focus on how the trip between 
A and B is constrained by various factors rather than considering the actual course of 
mobility. With the arrival of the mobilities turn, spatial mobility is examined from a broader 
perspective and it is now more common to examine what an individual experiences during the 
actual course between two destinations (Cresswell & Meriman, 2010, p. 554). Mobility is thus 
seen as an activity where an individual interacts with and is exposed to space while on the 
way between the origin and destination locations, rather than simply the effort to get from one 
point to another (Shaw & Hesse, 2010).   
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There is also a developing initiative to move towards a spatiotemporal thinking within 
geography. Schwanen and Kwan (2012) recount a tendency to link space and time together in 
analyses by applying spatiotemporal thinking. With access to new data sources allowing for 
location tracking, it is possible to move away from traditional methodologies where only 
static data is used to describe individual experiences of space (Dijst, 2013). Regardless of the 
quality of static spatial statistics, they can only be used to describe certain fixed moments in 
time and space. The coordinates of an individual's residential location may indeed reveal a 
variety of information on the income and status of the neighbourhood and the distance to 
other parts of the city. However, individuals are also largely affected by the time they spend 
outside their own neighbourhoods. Individuals are influenced by where (if) they work, spend 
their leisure time, when and through which areas they commute, where their friends and 
acquaintances live etc. (Kwan, 2009). Ellis et al. (2014) discovered vast differences in 
segregation experiences for Mexican immigrants in large U.S. metropolitan areas when the 
contrast between home and work were considered. At the workplace, a relatively high level of 
integration was common, while the residential was at the same time a highly segregated one. 
If information about the experience outside the neighbourhood had not been considered, a 
false impression of racialized spatial experiences would have been sustained.   

Kwan (2013) additionally states that examining segregation, environmental exposure, 
and accessibility in terms of residential space or location alone will only yield a partial 
understanding of human spatiotemporal experiences (Kwan (2013, p. 1079).  Where, how 
long and during which hours individuals spend time outside their neighbourhoods will most 
likely contribute to the experience of segregation or isolation. Thus, mobility may be seen as a 
fundamental variable to account for when looking to understanding how different individuals' 
experiences space. Similar approaches have been suggested by Wong & Shaw (2011), 
proposing to measure individual experiences of segregation using time diaries and GPS 
devices.  

Mobility and commuting are also by themselves activities constrained by a variety of 
factors. Using data from the Dutch National Travel Survey, Susilo and Dijst (2010) proved 
correlations between individual's ability to travel and commute and the economic and 
infrastructural resources available to them. Schwanen and Dijst (2001) found similar 
indications between commuting behaviour and explanatory sociodemographic variables, 
stating that the role of urban form for determining commuting patterns is often exaggerated at 
the expense of commuter's individual characteristics (see also Limatankool et al., 2006).  
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2.2 Applications of phone data within urban analysis 
In an early paper on the usability for cell phone data within urban research, Townsend (2000) 
predicted that the rapidly increasing number of cell phones would not only change the 
planning and shape of cities, but also in due time provide new data sources for understanding 
the city. The first major experiments on integrating phone data within urban analysis were 
conducted by members of the SENSEable City Lab at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT). A first preliminarily study appeared in 2005 (Pulselli et al., 2005) followed by a paper 
demonstrating mobility patterns in the city of Milan (Ratti et al., 2006) and the presentation of 
the "Real Time Rome" project at the 2006 Venice Biennale (SENSEable City Lab, 2006). The 
MIT team has remained at the forefront within the field with a number of papers 
demonstrating how a wide range of research questions may be answered using phone data. 
This includes studying e.g. the inter-tribal migration in the Ivory Coast (Amini et al., 2014), 
the weekday travelling patterns of city residents (Calabrese et al., 2011) and how individual 
mobility routines vary over time in urban areas (Sevtsuk & Ratti, 2011).  

Pioneering studies also includes the work of Albert-László Barabási's lab at Northeastern 
University (BarabásiLab, 2014). The Barabási lab has spearheaded research on applications of 
big data within analyses of human behaviour, several of which have received a considerable 
amount of attention (see for instance Barabási, 2005). A number of these studies have used 
phone data as the main data source to for example predict human mobility patterns (González 
et al., 2008; Song et al., 2014), conduct relatively accurate population mapping (Deville et al., 
2014) and trace spatiotemporal fluctuations in human mobility (Candia et al., 2008).  

These innovative early adopters have often primarily regarded phone data as a valuable 
tool for applications within transport engineering and urban planning (Steenbruggen et al., 
2011). In general, the real-time aspect of phone data has often been stressed. Phone data is 
believed to serve an important role in the aspiration to develop smart cities, urban areas where 
ICT are extensively integrated with the city in multiple ways. In the smart city, urban 
infrastructure may for example in real time automatically sense for the current amount of 
commuters using public transport by registering the number of handheld ICT devices 
currently in an area (Steenbruggen et al., 2014; Caragliu et al., 2009). Using a similar 
technique, crisis management can also be improved as assessments can be made of the current 
amount of people exposed to an emergency incident (Steenbruggen et al., 2014, p. 7). Resch 
et al. (2012) notes how the inclination to describe studies as being real-time originates from 
an expression within computer science which may not necessarily as easily be translated 
towards urban sciences. "Real-time" in the world of computer science originally means a 
process which can be completed without any delay. This does not imply that the study is 
actually conducted in real time, but that the technique of data gathering may be altered during 
the monitoring process.  
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2.3 Passive and active positioning   
Two main approaches for obtaining information on the mobility of phone users have turned 
out to be most common. The first approach makes use of active positioning. In these studies, 
individuals have agreed to have their mobility patterns tracked. This commonly includes the 
usage of individual GPS-tracking and/or travel diaries, allowing for a very precise tracking of 
individual mobility. Studies on small scale of individual's daily mobility patterns using active 
positioning have been conducted using GPS-devices and/or travelling diaries, internationally 
as well as in Sweden (see e.g. Ahas & Mark 2005; Ahas et al., 2007; Ellegård, 2010).  

The second approach incorporates passively collected data originating from the 
communication between phones and the service provider's cell phone masts. The most 
common approach is to use call detail records (CDR), datasets based on logged data recorded 
every time the user utilizes a network service (Steenbruggen et al., 2014, p. 3). This includes 
the user calling, texting or downloading data as well as some passively initiated activities, e.g. 
automatic software updates. Larger scale studies on regional or national level commonly 
requires the use of passively collected data in order to obtain the sizeable amount of data 
necessary for studying entire cities or regions. Passively collected data is generally obtained 
through agreements with telecommunication companies who may in turn impose more or less 
strict rules of conduct or legal conditions concerning how the data is allowed to be used 
within research (Arribas-Bel, 2014, p. 47). The reluctance of companies to make data 
available for research has been described as one of the data source's main limitations. The 
decision of French telecommunications company Orange to make longitudinal data from the 
Ivory Coast publicly available for research purposes represents a step away from this (see for 
instance Palchykov et al., 2014).    

The spatiotemporal resolution of CDR has received a fair amount of criticism due to the 
potential statistical issues associated with data sampling. As CDR records are only generated 
when the user actively initiates a service, records may be biased towards high-intensity users 
(Wei & Lo, 2006). The ability to track and measure mobility may additionally be heavily 
affected by when and where the phones are actively used, which may in turn implicate severe 
sampling problems if no other more precise information on mobility is available (Ranjan et 
al., 2012). Researchers frequently making use of CDR have in response advocated its 
statistical usefulness by comparing larger CDR datasets to smaller sample datasets composed 
of data from a small number of phones tracked with greater detail with high frequency. The 
results indicated that CDR datasets provide accurate samples of larger populations mobility 
habits (Gonzalez et al., 2008).  
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2.4 Ethical considerations 
Handling detailed data on individual mobility requires a stance on privacy issues. A common 
response from researchers have been to assert that while safety precautions are indeed 
necessary, personal privacy will be preserved as long as research findings are solely presented 
on aggregate level (see i.e. Ratti et al, 2006; Loibl & Peters-Anders, 2012). Additionally, the 
from a privacy viewpoint relatively coarse-grained finest spatial units (the cell phone masts) 
have also been described as beneficial to make breaches of privacy difficult (Calabrese et al., 
2011). Nonetheless, researchers with access to original data covering individual phones may 
still at least theoretically be able to approximately track the movements of individuals. Even 
though datasets are generally only delivered with the records completely anonymised, 
individual tracing is not necessarily all out impossible if suitable additional data is available. 
de Montojoye et al. (2013) showed that when individual mobility patterns within a dataset are 
unique enough, external contextual information may be used to link anonymised records with 
individuals (de Montojoye et al., 2013, p. 2). Exemplifying with successful individual tracing 
by pairing a CDR dataset with additional data, strong criticism is directed towards any quick 
assumptions on the robustness of anonymising highly detailed large datasets.   

Besides matters of individual privacy, phone data equally presents privacy challenges on 
larger scale. Privacy in the context of individual tracing might initially appear most pressing 
from an integrity viewpoint. However, the real potential flip side likely rather concerns 
applications where aggregate data is used in real time for crowd control, suppression or 
general surveillance of "unwanted elements". Taylor (2014) sees it for likely that access to 
phone data will sooner or later be more or less restrictively granted to border control 
authorities for real-time tracking purposes of undocumented migrants on the move. Even 
though undocumented migrants commonly discard their identity papers, they more than often 
carry cell phones that may be tracked in real-time. With access to the SIM-card registration 
info automatically registered during the correspondence between phones and masts, the 
country of origin of a phone may also be traced in real time. 

On the other hand, similar techniques have been used with different goals. Following the 
2010 Haiti earthquake, large-scale analyses of individual movement patterns using was used 
to aid relief efforts during the ensuing cholera outbreak (Bengtsson et al., 2011). Like so 
often, there are few definitive answers for when advantages and usability outweighs concerns 
for privacy and ethics. 

However, regardless if cell phone data is used within research, it is still accessible to 
telecommunication companies who may in turn decide to make a profit from the detailed 
information on individual behaviour.  As long as technological solutions and jurisdictions 
continue to resemble today's situation, it is not only researcher's access to the data which 
should be considered. The data may still (commonly without the user's knowledge) be 
recorded, stored and sold to companies or other stakeholders regardless if it is used within 
research.  
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2.5 A source of data for social science? 
Likely associated with the computational and mathematical difficulties tied to handling vast 
amounts of data, there has been a strong dominance of researchers originating from various 
branches of engineering, physics and computer science. Additionally, knowledge on how to 
technically handle phone data has until relatively recently only been available to a small 
number of researchers. As it is now almost ten years since the first experiments, the 
methodological knowledge is comparatively more widely spread and using phone data is 
gradually becoming more common in a wider range of subjects. Its usefulness has been 
demonstrated when used to e.g. compare differences in mobility between advanced and 
developing economies (Rubio et al., 2010) and forecast domestic consumption trends (Frias-
Martinez et al., 2013).  

A number of studies have addressed topics geographers are known to deal with, including 
population mapping (Deville et al., 2014), the correlation between population density and 
explanatory variables (Becker et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2013) and the determining of 
functional regions (Ratti et al., 2010). However, the majority of these studies are published as 
technically oriented papers focused on aspects of data mining, mathematical analysis and 
computational processing. When studies have dealt with individual's levels and patterns of 
mobility, focus has generally been on describing the results in very broad terms. Little interest 
is generally paid to patterns of local variations or external explanatory variables not included 
in the phone data. Within social sciences, there is a general caution (if not to say healthy 
awareness) towards trusting any study claiming to answer extensive and difficult questions 
using simplified models (see for instance the debate between Sui (2004) and Tobler (2004) on 
the "first law in geography"). Hence, it is somewhat confusing to read claims that a universal 
model for mobility and migration patterns (Simini et al., 2014, p. 96) can be devised using 
only a single source of quantitative data. It is easy to imagine that stating the same claim in an 
article published in a geography or urban studies journal would attract a great number of 
critical responses.  

Contrasting methodologies used within different scientific subjects should only carefully 
be directly compared to each other. However, it is evident that cell phone data is being used to 
study spatial and urban circumstances from a very different viewpoint than what is common 
within geography and social science. It is not an exaggeration to claim that some of these 
studies are based on a very rudimentary understanding of space and a presumption that as 
long as the results appear to be statistically solid, they may instantly be used to describe very 
complex sociospatial processes. These studies should also be appropriately criticised when 
simplifications are made about spatial matters. Sheller (2014) describes how space within 
American sociology was for a long time regarded as an empty container for social processes 
(Sheller, 2014, p. 791). The stance taken towards urban and spatial circumstances among 
many of the pioneering research teams have to some extent appeared very much alike. 
However, for many of these studies, only viewing human impact as numbers may be logical 
from that subject's perspective. From a transportation engineering or computer science 
perspective, the most interesting questions at hand may well be the number of in- and 
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outflows of people at a specific location or how well a certain computational process serves to 
visualize commuting. It is mainly when these explanations of human mobility and space are 
being described as universally suitable that there is a problem.  

Mobility data from cell phones has yet to be more widely applied within geography to 
receive specific criticism. However, the emergence of using big data in general has been 
addressed. Barnes (2013) directs strong criticism towards the idea that spatial big data could 
be a revolutionary data source within geography. He compares the interest for big data with 
the rush to mathematics and statistics during geography's quantitative revolution and takes 
Gunnar Olsson's criticism on how the work that he and his peers did on the gravity model was 
used within planning as a warning example on what can happen when a model or a certain 
data source is given too much credit. The usage of the gravity model turned out to reproduce 
the old unequal sociospatial order rather than to change it, since too much confidence was 
given to the virtue of nothing but mathematical models (Olsson, 1974). Barnes argues that 
equal risks are evident for big data, since it is the vast amounts of data that is the "story" 
rather than the quality of the methodologies applied within the studies making use of it 
(Barnes, 2013, p. 300). 

Consecutively, the tendency to mainly focus on the larger scale of things without paying 
much interest to explanatory variables or individual accessibility may be regarded as an entry 
point for researchers to contribute to the field by critically examining how large-scale phone 
data can be used to further the understanding of spatial relationships. Contemplating the 
relationship between the subject of geography and big data, Wyly (2014, p. 28) states that: 
 

Every professional geographer can instantly recognize the desperate societal need for careful, critical 
appreciation of the distinctive essence of spatial data, the art and science of cartographic communication, 
and the inferential challenges of spatial analysis. There’s an exciting, tantalizing market opportunity 
here—a chance for geographers to shape the emerging era of ‘computational social science’ 

 
Research teams dominated by social scientists and geographers alike have also increasingly 
begun to approach the virtues of cell phone data within urban analysis from this direction. 
Kang et al., (2010) devised an early adaption of Hägerstrand's time-geography methodology 
to visualize the daily trajectories of the residents in a mid-size Chinese city. Sagl et al. (2014) 
devised a similar approach, making use of the trajectory concept to construct self-organising 
3D-maps (SOM) based on aggregated individual spatial movement. Gao et al. (2013) 
demonstrated how movement patterns could be analysed using spatial interaction principles. 
Additionally, the Mobility Lab at the University of Tartu have spearheaded some excellent 
research on using phone data for analyses of the relationship between individual mobility and 
segregation while studying the spatiotemporal patterns of Estonian-Russian segregation in 
Tallinn (Silm & Ahas, 2014; Järv et al., 2014).  
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3. DATA AND RESEARCH DESIGN  
 
This section covers the developed methodology and the analysis process. First, the dataset and 
its associated limitations are described. This is followed by an account of how individual 
mobility is assessed by using the correspondence between cell phone masts and phones. Next, 
the computational processes of assigning each phone with home and job locations and 
measuring individual mobility are outlined. Finally, a methodology for illustrating the original 
– destination travel paths of phones is described.   
 
3.1 Data material and limitations  
The dataset contains event data from the service provider's subscribers in Sweden and 
Denmark during a single 24-hour ordinary weekday in the early summer of 2014, including 
almost 250 million events generated by several millions of phones.2 An additional dataset 
contains the ID and geographic coordinates of the service provider's masts in both countries.  
The dataset is completely void of any information on the users. Even though the service 
provider might have agreed to supply a dataset where the anonymised users would be 
combined with basic demographic information on e.g. age or gender, the research team chose 
not to request any kind of additional information on the subscribers in order to avoid breaches 
of privacy. However, this is also a considerable limitation from a research perspective. The 
absence of information on the subscribers means that there is no convenient way to 
contextualize the data. There is an evident risk of interpreting the users as only anonymous 
phones rather than individuals whose behaviour and choices are governed by a wide range of 
factors. The abundance of information on the users does represent a limitation that cannot be 
ignored. 

However, whether information on the users from the service provider would actually be 
statistically usable may be disputed. A substantial amount of contracts are for example paid 
for and registered to companies and organizations rather than individuals. A single individual 
may also be registered for several phones. It is for example common for parents to for legal 
and billing purposes register as the subscriber of their children's contracts. Thus, there is no 
guarantee that information on individual subscribers could conveniently be used within 
research.  

Additionally, only using data from a single carrier may infer a biased view of diurnal 
mobility patterns due to the characteristics of the subscribers. Critical examinations on phone 
data as a scientific data source have been concerned with if the data may be biased towards 
certain users (Ranjan et al., 2012; Boyd & Crawford, 2011). In order to avoid revealing the 
identity of the service provider, no detailed assessment of its market or customer profile may 
be included. However, the sheer number of phones available means that the dataset still 
provides a considerable sample of a large enough proportion of the Swedish and Danish 
populations.  

                                                 
2 Due to agreements with the service provider, the exact number of phones may not be revealed at this time.  
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3.2 Masts as the centre of geography 
The cell phone masts constitute the spatial units with the highest resolution. A mast consists 
of several servicing elements providing users with network services. Mast elements sharing 
the same physical location were aggregated together as single masts since individual elements 
do not by themselves add any valuable information on mobility. The service company 
operates a total of 11 182 aggregated masts in Sweden and Denmark with the absolute 
majority of masts concentrated in denser urban areas.  

The maximum spatial reach of a mast depends on a number of factors including physical 
barriers and the amount of phones currently connected to the mast. Using ArcGIS, Thiessen 
polygons were created to determine a hypothetical service area for each mast. Each Thiessen 
polygon defines an area of influence around its sample point (in this case each mast). Any 
location inside the polygon is closer to that point than any of the other sample points (ESRI, 
2014). Using Thiessen polygons was additionally beneficial to define areas which could be 
used to calculate and sum individual's mobility values, resembling the functionality of grids or 
census areas.  

Since the extent of the Thiessen polygons covers the whole data frame when originally 
created, the polygons were subsequently clipped to match the spatial extent of Sweden and 
Denmark. In order not to lose a number of masts situated outside the extent (e.g. in the 
Öresund strait and lake Mälaren surrounding Stockholm) when performing the clipping 
operation, a buffer of 200 meters was created and used in the clipping process. This served to 
avoid data loss while preserving a legible geography. The specific masts affected by the 
buffering are noticeable as slightly bulky polygons.  

The mast density is sufficient for studying mobility levels in most of Sweden and 
Denmark. The average size of the polygons amounts to approximately 40 square kilometres, 
which may initially appear high. However, in most areas, the size is considerably lower. In 
densely populated urban areas, the spatial resolution is commonly as fine as 800 meters 
between masts. In a few rural areas, the low mast density results in extremely large service 
areas. Due to the few movements made between masts, mobility levels in these areas are 
erroneously indicated as very low. The problem is most apparent in Sweden's northern areas. 
Had mast density in these regions been sufficient, an analysis of the users would most likely 
rather indicate high mobility levels since commuting patterns in the region are likely similar 
to those of rural areas in Sweden and Denmark due to low population density and 
considerable commuting distances. In order to not affect the ratio of mobility for areas with 
adequate mast density, these areas were filtered and considered as areas with no data.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of the service provider's masts in Sweden and Denmark displayed as 
Thiessen polygons. Clustering is apparent in denser urban regions. 
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Figure 2. Examples of areas with high mast density. Stockholm (above) and Copenhagen and 
Malmö (below). 
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3.3 Recorded event data 
An event is recorded every time the phone actively or passively utilizes a network service. 
This includes users making calls, sending text messages, downloading data etc. Unlike within 
CDR datasets, an event is also recorded every time the phone begins to communicate with a 
new mast even when the user is not actively interacting with the phone. These events may in 
turn be used for indicating physical movement from one location to another. The mast 
handover events provide extremely detailed information on spatial mobility. Additionally, the 
sampling aspect of only having access to user-driven events will not have to be accounted for. 
In fact, studies having access to this kind of detailed data of handover between masts are still 
relatively uncommon (see for instance Couronné et al., 2011). The user-driven events in the 
dataset were consequently not used as they were inferior compared to the recorded passive 
handover between masts.  

Each phone in the dataset is identifiable through a unique IMSI (International Mobile 
Subscriber Identity) code. The IMSI code is attached to the SIM card and contains registration 
information on the country of origin and to which service provider the card is registered. The 
IMSI code contains no information that may be used to reveal the identity of the user or the 
phone number unless the connection with the mobile subscription identification number 
(MSIN) is known.  

Each unique event includes the phone's IMSI code, the ID of the mast to which the phone 
was corresponding at the time of the event and a time-stamp composed of year, month, day, 
hour and minutes rounded to the nearest five minute interval. Thus, each event can be 
provided with geographic coordinates using the mast's coordinates for positioning. The 
technical system used by the service provider lists events taking place within the same five-
minute interval in order of appearance. This means that the sequential order of events may be 
followed also when they are taking place within the same nominal timeframe. Effectively, the 
passive communication between phones and masts was used to determine where every phone 
was located at any time, including when, to where and at what distances physical mobility 
was undertaken by the user.   
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3.4 Determining locations of home and job 
By calculating where a phone is stationary for the longest duration within a defined time 
frame, it is possible to determine approximated locations of home and job.  To make any kind 
of analysis on individual mobility possible, each phone needed to be assigned with an 
approximated home location, practically a home mast polygon. In order to study commuting, 
a similar approximated location for jobs was required.  

The home location was determined using a scripting argument outlining where the user 
appeared to be spending their nightly rest. A user was considered to reside adjacent to the 
mast where the phone was present for the longest duration between 00.00 and 07.25.  
The commuting destination was determined using a similar technique. Commuting between 
home and job was considered to have occurred in case the phone had left the residential 
location at any time after 07.25 and arrived at another location at any time between 10.00 and 
14.30. The job location was determined as the location where the phone was stationary for the 
longest duration within the time frame. A relatively small number of phones did not fulfil the 
criteria and were considered as stationary phones.   

Both chosen time frames are based on a general hypothesis of what constitutes the most 
common daily routines for the Swedish and Danish populations. The time frames may hence 
cause over- or underestimations of diurnal mobility. For instance, the residential location of 
an unknown number of phones is most likely erroneous simply due to users spending the 
night at another location than their actual home. Previous studies have suggested a variety of 
approaches for determining home and job locations and commuting hours. Making 
comparisons of commuting patterns between different datasets (preferably covering another 
city or region) and when available using longitudinal data have generally been advocated as 
useful measures to refine the accuracy (see e.g. Deville et al., 2014; Kung et al., 2014). The 
time frame may in future studies likely be revised, particularly so if the research question at 
hand deals with a specific aspect of mobility (e.g. commuting patterns during certain hours). 
Needless to say, the choice of naming the destination location as the job location represents a 
simplification. Far from all movements within the time frame consists of commuting between 
home and workplace. Neither do all jobs consist of stationary office work. However, the 
approximated job location may additionally alternatively be considered as the location of an 
individual's general daytime activity. The job location would then signify the location other 
than home where the user has spent most time during these hours.  
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3.5 Determining the mobility profiles of each mast's residents 
With locations of home and job assigned to each phone, analysing the diurnal mobility of the 
approximated residents in each polygon becomes possible When calculating physical 
movement, phones changing mast location were assumed to be located at the intersection 
point between masts rather than to be moving between the masts per se. This approach 
allowed for determining individual phone's theoretical movement paths.  

Distances were calculated using the Pythagorean formula for Euclidean distance, a 
relatively straightforward process when proper projected coordinates are available. The 
distance between coordinates x and y is given by: 
 

D(x,y) =  �(𝒙𝟏−𝒙𝟐)𝟐 + (𝒚𝟏−𝒚𝟐)𝟐  

where 𝑥1 and 𝑦1 are the coordinates of the original location and 𝑥2 and 𝑦2 represent the 
destination coordinates. When determining the total mobility, the formula was used to 
calculate the distance between the intersection points of origin and destination masts. The 
commuting distance measurement simply required using the home location as origin and job 
location as destination.   

For technical reasons, movement may erroneously be registered even when the user has 
not actually physically moved. This occurs when the phone switches to an adjacent mast in 
case the original mast reaches its network capacity or when the phone is situated in an area 
where coverage is low. This is evident for events taking place during night time, where 
phones that are by all accounts stationary (with the user most likely indoors) repeatedly 
switch between two adjacent masts. For these events to not bias the results, mobility was only 
considered to have occurred if a phone that began to communicate with a new mast did not 
immediately revert to the former mast. This filtering was necessary to avoid uncontrollable 
amounts of spatial noise, but did likely infer some amount of inevitable data loss.   

The computed distances were aggregated on mast level, meaning that each mast was 
provided with a variable holding the summed mobility of all its approximated residents. The 
summed measured mobility distance for both individual users and masts should be used with 
caution since distance is measured using the intersection points of the masts rather than the 
authentic path of mobility. The summed distance may be used for comparisons of mobility 
levels within the same (statistical) population and for comparisons with studies making use of 
the same methodology.  
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Table 1. Variables assigned to each event/IMSI code within the dataset. Details on the construction of 
the variables is available in the appendix SPSS scripts.  
  

 

 
  

Variable Type Explanation 
Agg_time Date Timestamp (five-minute interval) 

MCC Numeric Country code 

MNC Numeric Service provider ID  

Counter Numeric Counter  

IDmarker String Concatenated mast ID 

Name String Mast ID 

Lat Numeric Original mast WGS84 latitude 

Lng Numeric Original mast WGS84 longitude 

Xm Numeric RT90 (projected) X-coordinate 

Ym Numeric RT90 (projected) Y-coordinate 

IMSI String IMSI code 

Xbtw Numeric X-coordinate of intersection point between masts 

Ybtw Numeric Y-coordinate of intersection point between masts 

DistNew Numeric Euclidean distance in meters between mast intersection points 

Fives Numeric Counter of five-minute timestamps  

StationaryTime Numeric Stationary time at each location 

StationaryTimeCum Numeric Cumulative stationary time 

Timer24h Numeric ID variable for home and job locations 

SumTCateXY Numeric Variable used to sum stationary time at any location 

HomeX Numeric Home X-coordinate 

HomeY Numeric Home Y-coordinate 

JobX Numeric Job X-coordinate 

JobY Numeric Job Y-coordinate 

HomeJobDist Numeric Euclidean distance in meters between home and job 
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To come up with a statistically acceptable representation of each mast's mobility profile, 
computing the mean estimate of mobility for each mast by simply dividing the respective 
measurements of total distance with the number of residential phones would at first glance 
appear sufficient. However, when simply displaying mobility in terms of each mast's mean 
value, individual masts are given higher statistical merit than what they actually amount to. 
As what is being dealt with concerns spatial relations and spatial mobility, the observations 
are clearly not statistically independent from each other.   

This can be regarded as an example of the most basic form of the Modifiable Area 
Problem (for a comprehensive overview of the MAUP, see Openshaw, 1984; Wong, 2004). 
The dispersion of the masts affect the data results in a similar fashion as is common when 
using administrative or census areas as measurement units within spatial analysis. This 
becomes evident when drawing the mean mobility of the masts on a map. Spatial patterns are 
obfuscated since the size of the polygons interferes with the actual spatial relationships 
between the users; the border between two polygons may accidentally hide relevant 
relationships. From a spatial statistics perspective (but arguably not from a privacy 
viewpoint), the home and job locations would ideally be available either as actual coordinates 
or (more realistically) aggregated by cells within a geometrically even grid. However, as none 
of these alternatives were available, analysing the average mobility levels of each mast's 
residents using the spatial statistics software EquiPop (EquiPop homepage, 2014) was 
considered as a practical solution 

Making use of a k-nearest neighbour approach, the software is designed for investigating 
the relationship between a value at a specific coordinate (e.g. an individual) and a set k 
number of neighbouring locations (Östh, 2014a). A wide range of high and low k-values may 
easily be integrated in the same running process, making analyses of the relationship between 
the same variables at different scales convenient. The software's usefulness for contextual 
analysis has been demonstrated in several studies (see for instance Östh et al., 2014b; Östh et 
al., 2014c). Using EquiPop, it is possible to find and in further detail explore spatial clusters 
and local variations of mobility. As it is not the high or low values of a specific mast which is 
interesting for analysis, but rather the contextual neighbourhood relationship between users, 
EquiPop provides a valuable approach as the spatial resolution of the masts are given a much 
lesser degree of importance within the computational process.  

In order to be able to run, EquiPop requires a properly aggregated input file with five 
mandatory variables: an ID variable, gridded EastWest (X) and NorthSouth (Y) coordinates, a 
CountAll and a CountSubGroup variable. Mast X and Y coordinates were rounded to the 
nearest hundred coordinate (with an additional 50 meters added for increased accuracy) and 
selected for EastWest and NorthSouth. The summed n of each mast's residential phones were 
selected for the CountAll variable. From any mast location i the population count (the number 
of phones) from the surrounding locations j (surrounding masts) was accumulated until the 
chosen k-value had been reached. The CountSubGroup contains the contextual variable of 
which the spatial relationship is to be studied. Usually, the CountSubGroup consists of the n 
of cases of the contextual variable at each coordinate. A ratio value for each location at each 
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chosen k-value is subsequently produced by dividing the accumulated n of CountSubGroup 
with the n of CountAll. However, when using EquiPop to calculate average values, the 
computational approach for the CountSubGroup variable is slightly different. A tutorial using 
EquiPop to calculate average values is outlined in the EquiPop manual (Östh, 2014a, p. 12). 
When calculating the average values, the variable was computated to contain the maximum 
mobility of each mast's residential phones instead of the n of individuals. To clarify, the 
maximum values refer to the masts with the users exhibiting the highest mean total and 
commuting mobility within the whole aggregated dataset. 

In order to obtain the variable, the two respective mean distance measures of total 
mobility and commuting mobility were multiplied by the number of phones in each area and 
aggregated into a dataset containing each mast's summed distance variables and number of 
residential phones. After dividing the summed distances with each mast's number of 
residential phones, thus producing the mean distance measurements for each mast, the 
maximum values of both mean measurements were obtained by simply sorting the variables 
in descending order.  

For each mast, the mean distances were divided with the maximum value for total and 
commuting mobility respectively and within the same equation finally multiplied with each 
mast's number of residential phones, producing fraction variables suitable for average 
computations and a finalized EquiPop input file.   

 
Table 2. EquiPop input file variables used for the calculation of total and commuting mobility within 
EquiPop.  
 

Input Explanation 
 

Input Explanation 
ID Dummy ID (required)  ID Dummy ID (required) 

EastWest X-coordinate of mast (rounded)  EastWest X-coordinate of mast (rounded) 

NorthSouth Y-coordinate of mast (rounded)  NorthSouth Y-coordinate of mast (rounded) 

CountAll N of residential phones  CountAll N of residential phones 

CountSubGroup Fractions of total mobility  CountSubGroup Fractions of commuting distance 

 
k-values 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400 and 12 800 were selected for the initial 

EquiPop analysis. The consistent increase of the k-values makes it easier to interpret the 
different results produced at higher and lower values. When the initial analysis process had 
finished, each k-value ratio in the output file was multiplied with the same maximum values 
used earlier in the computation, producing the final average mobility values for each mast. 
The output file was subsequently joined to the original mast polygons within ArcMap, 
producing the final maps. An overview of the different k-values in the output made clear that 
k-values 400, 3200, 6400 and 12800 best represented the differences on higher and lower k-
levels. Maps covering these values are included in the analysis section.  
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3.6 Illustrating commuting flows  
Apart from analysing mobility levels using statistical methods, actually visualising the 
physical movement conducted by the users may yield a valuable additional perspective on 
individual mobility. An efficient way of illustrating these movements is to map the theoretical 
commuting paths travelled by the users between locations of home and job. A set of flow 
maps portraying the commuting flows between the HomeX/HomeY and JobX/JobY 
coordinates described in Table 1 were constructed utilizing a spatial analysis technique 
devised by Alasdair Rae (Under the Raedar, 2014). Using the built-in well known-text (WKT) 
functionality in QGIS 2.6, the Euclidean path between each origin and destination coordinate 
is displayed in the form of a basic line. Adding transparency and smoothing the line surface, 
transparent flows are drawn on a coloured background canvas. Millions of individual 
commutes can easily be displayed simultaneously. Even though the map illustrates the 
movements of individual users, privacy is well preserved since the displayed paths only 
represent the theoretical shortest Euclidean path between the origin and destination locations. 
The actual travelled paths between masts are not revealed. The multitude of flows and the size 
of the mast's coverage areas also serve to avoid any identification of individuals.  
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4. RESULTS 
 
In this section, the results of the analysis are described. An examination of the statistical 
analysis on nationwide level is followed by a review of patterns discernible on local level. 
Finally, illustrated individual commutes are examined and discussed in relation to the 
statistical analysis.  
 
4.1 Mobility patterns discernible on larger scale  
Indications of spatial clustering of high and low mobility are apparent already on lower k-
levels. Distinct visible differences between urban and rural areas are easily recognized. Mid-
sized and large cities are immediately recognizable by high proportions numbers of low 
mobility users. Users situated immediately outside urban areas exhibit slightly higher values. 
In predominantly rural regions, levels appear to be comparatively high or mid high. The 
reason for this is likely strongly correlated with the spatiotemporal construction of the job 
market and general differences in access to urban opportunities. Mobility among urban 
residents is generally lower since the necessities of daily life, of which the occupation is 
arguably the most important, are generally situated relatively close to home. Since 
urbanisation has caused a concentration of job opportunities in cities, the mobility habits of 
the rural population have subsequently also been affected. A great share of the rural 
population work in adjacent cites and are required to commute on a weekday basis. Their 
mobility is therefore considerably higher than that of city-dwellers. Additionally, the results 
may as well be affected by the nature of the commutes. City-dwellers, particularly those 
living in larger urban areas, are naturally also often dependent on lengthy commuting. 
However, compared with the commuting between rural and urban areas, these commutes are 
often constrained by time rather than by distance. This is in particular evident in larger cities 
where public transport systems are important for a larger share of the population. 
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Figure 3. Total diurnal mobility on k-400 and k-3200 levels. 
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Figure 4. Home – Job commuting distances on k-400 and k-3200 levels. 
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Visible through the total measurement but even more so through the commuting 
measurement, a belt of high mobility surrounds Uppsala and extends down to northern 
Stockholm. An area around Nyköping in the south-eastern part of Södermanland is structured 
along similar lines. This is distinguishable already on the k-400 home – job measurement, 
indicating the solid strength of the pattern. What is indicated is likely Stockholm's strong 
influence on residents in surrounding regions in terms of commuting patterns. The high 
amount of (attractive) job opportunities concentrated to the capital has a dynamic and wide-
reaching effect on surrounding residents. A significant amount of the commuters to 
Stockholm appear to be living relatively far from the capital. 

The pattern around Nyköping is likely predominantly a result of commuting to 
Stockholm. The pattern surrounding Uppsala is likely a mix of medium-long distance 
commuting to Uppsala and long distance commuting to Stockholm. A substantial effect is 
likely additionally created by residents situated in the rural regions outside Uppsala 
conducting a considerable amount of long-distance commuting to Stockholm on a daily basis.  
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Figure 5. Total diurnal mobility on k-6400 and k-12 800 levels.   
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Figure 6. Home – Job commuting distances on k-6400 and k-12 800 levels. 
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A comparable pattern is visible in the Scania and Öresund regions. The pattern is not as 
clearly visible on lower k-levels as that of Stockholm's, although still clearly discernible 
particularly on higher k-levels. The commuting measurement emphasizes this relationship 
more strongly than the total measurement on both higher and lower levels. A far-reaching 
pattern of high mobility is spread through almost all of Scania already on the k-3200 level.  
The pattern is likely an indication of the widespread commuting in the region associated 
primarily with the intense commuting between Malmö and Copenhagen. Mobility levels 
appear to be particularly high in middle and eastern Scania. A likely explanation is that this 
area is populated by a rural population commuting the relatively long way to Copenhagen 
using the Öresund Bridge and the region's well-developed commuting infrastructure. 

Another curious pattern in the county of Dalarna is indicated on higher k-levels within 
both measurements. A pattern of low mobility covers a sizeable area. The two cities situated 
within the area (Falun and Borlänge) do in comparison with areas of similar size in other parts 
of Sweden appear to have a tremendous impact on the spatial mobility of residents within a 
greater distance than what could normally be expected.  

The analysis indicates general notable differences in terms of mobility between Swedish 
and Danish users. While Copenhagen and larger Danish cities appear to share the same decay 
patterns as comparable Swedish cities, Danish users exhibit extremely high ratios compared to 
Swedish users, especially at higher k-values. There are few immediate explanations for these 
differences. The different geometrical size between the two countries may be one contributing 
factor. The mast density is also high in almost all Danish regions, resembling the density in 
Sweden's southern areas almost everywhere in the country, even in rural areas. The main 
Danish cities including Copenhagen, Aarhus and Odense exhibit similar mobility levels as 
their Swedish counterparts. However, even rural Danish areas exhibit significantly higher 
mobility levels than most of their Swedish counterparts. This is apparent even on lower k-
levels, while becoming increasingly recognizable on higher levels.  
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4.2 Examining local mobility patterns  
When examining the patterns at lower scale, patterns suggest a spatiotemporal structure of 
local areas difficult do detect on larger scale. On lower scale, the evident urban – rural decay 
patterns visible on larger scale are not exhibited in the same uniform manner. However, when 
zoomed in far enough local levels, a range of different captivating local characteristics of 
individual mobility do instead become visible.  
 
 

 
  

Figure 7. Total diurnal mobility in Stockholm on k-3200 level. 
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Examining for example mobility of Greater Stockholm as measured by the k-3200 total 
mobility measurement, high and low values appear to be non-uniformly spread unlike the 
decay patterns observable on larger scale. This indicates that the distance to central areas may 
not necessarily be the sole indicator for individual mobility levels. This is hardly surprising, 
as any basic urban theorist will know that the sociospatial structures of cities are rarely spread 
in a uniform manner. Areas populated by high or low mobility individuals can be situated 
both centrally and far away from the city center. However, what is notable is that the mobility 
measurements appear to be demonstrating local variations in mobility levels among residents. 
For example, a spatial pattern suggests decisively lower mobility ratios in Stockholm's 
southeastern suburbs as well as in a few other parts of the city. The patterns are highly 
interesting, but require further investigation in order for any conclusions to be drawn about 
why they are manifested.  

Larger cities appear to be sharing another mutual feature. In most of them, there is a 
small cohesive area with an extremely high mobility ratio situated in the central district. This 
is generally discernible in both measurements. Comparing these areas with the locations of 
central train stations, there is an apparent correlation between the locations of the stations and 
clusters of high mobility ratios. The pattern is likely caused by a variety of factors. It is to 
some degree possibly an illustration of highly mobile user's choice to live in the central part of 
town in order to have commuting infrastructure within close range. However, the patterns 
presumably also illustrate some of the inescapable fallacies associated with using 
approximated locations of residency to measure mobility. A number of the observed central 
residents do likely not actually live where they are assumed to, but did spend enough time in 
the central part of town within the defined time frame to be considered as inner city residents. 
This pattern is viewable in Öresund region where both Copenhagen and Malmö exhibit 
similar clusters around their respective central stations.  
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Figure 8. Home – Job commuting distances in the Öresund region on k-3200 level. 
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4.3 Individual commuting visualised 
Only making use of a basic topographic map of Sweden and Denmark as background canvas, 
the flow map appropriately depicts both urban regions and some of the most intense 
commuting regions and flows.  

The agglomerations of flows at commuting destinations are amassed together in a pattern 
almost resembling Christallerian central place hierarchy (1933). The influence of urban areas 
serving as nodes within a commuting hierarchy is very evident. For example, the well known 
frequent commuting between Stockholm – Gothenburg and Stockholm – Malmö is noticeable 
by thin lines extending all the way between the cities. The flow map proves some of the 
findings from the statistical analysis by visualizing the patterns in the form of graphical lines 
rather than as summed values. A possible explanation for the high mobility ratio exhibited by 
Danish users is given some degree of explanation as the intense commuting between a tightly 
arranged number of Danish cities becomes visible.  The heavy concentration of flows in larger 
cities creates distinct splashes of white color even when higher transparency is applied. By 
thinning out the lines, these patterns may also be viewed on a more local level if so desired. 
Commuting flows are agglomerated densely enough to even indicate the physical structures of 
larger cities. This is for example evident when examining commuting flows in the Greater 
Stockholm area on lower scale.  
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Figure 9. Commuting flows between home and job in Sweden and Denmark. 
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Figure 10. Commuting flows in the Greater Stockholm and Uppsala region.  
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Figure 11. Commuting flows in the Copenhagen and Western Scania region. 
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5. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION  
 
The statistical and visual results demonstrate spatial relationships in Sweden and Denmark in 
a manner and scale never before seen. Even when issues of sampling and computational 
procedures are accounted for, the data demonstrates seminal opportunities for detailed 
assessment of human individual mobility. The visualised results are even by themselves 
sufficient to draw a population map of both countries, as the highly detailed spatial patterns of 
resident's individual mobility resemble the actual urban and rural population geography of 
Sweden and Denmark.  

Multiple indications of correlation with previous knowledge on the "mobility 
demography" of Swedish and Danish regions also indicate the quality of both the data and the 
methodologies used for assessments of spatial relationships. The evident high spatiotemporal 
detail shown in the results is likely due to the accurate information on physical mobility 
between masts and the access to almost 250 million unique records on human interaction with 
space. Some of the obstacles and limitations encountered when using vast amounts of raw 
mobility data have also become clear. The data appears to be best suited for studying spatial 
relationships within urban and densely populated areas due to the concentration of masts, 
meaning that rural circumstances are more difficult to assess in detail. However, using the k-
nearest approach appears to be alleviating some of these problems as more attention is given 
to the contextual relationship between users rather than the masts. Applying some aspect of 
distance decay to be able to in higher detail regulate to which extent rural inhabitants are 
affected by the mobility levels of distant neighbours could be a valuable future approach to 
refine the results for rural areas. Radii-based (distance-based) measurements in addition to the 
k-nearest neighbour technique could also prove valuable. 

In general, a positive answer can be given to the question concerning whether analysis of 
the dataset can be used to measure the spatial mobility of a larger population. The results 
clearly indicate that the measurements used reveal highly detailed and otherwise scarcely 
attainable information describing several millions of individuals' daily mobility habits. The 
areas and regions where mobility levels do not correspond with common differences in 
mobility between urban or rural areas indicate that access to opportunities is not only 
influenced by whether an individual is situated in a rural or urban setting, but also by other 
factors. 

These spatial patterns where disparities in spatial mobility are indicated are of high 
interest. However, interpreting the underlying cause of these patterns with some degree of 
certainty poses a difficult challenge. This is particularly evident for local patterns in urban 
regions and cities. The underlying causes of these patterns are even more difficult to pinpoint 
due to the complex nature of how cities are demographically constructed. As outlined in the 
example of Stockholm, it is difficult to draw any conclusions for why mobility levels appear 
higher in some parts of the city without comparing the results to contextual information from 
the area. The flow map visualisations does to a large extent aid the interpretation of these 
patterns, since it becomes evident when examining the flows that cities due to the number of 
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mobility events are difficult to measure on local level. However, the vast amount of events 
taking place at the same location combined with the fact that no information is available on 
the users calls for the addition of contextual variables in future studies. It is evident that the 
understanding of mobility both as a measurement and as a process would greatly benefit from 
being interpreted together with other spatial and non-spatial measurements of accessibility.  

The data on physical movement derived from the phones could for example be combined 
with external geocoded residential statistics using the Thiessen service areas as delimiters. 
Each IMSI code could then be assigned with statistics on both the user's residential location 
and every single area the user visits during a day or within a defined time frame. Using this 
approach, the individual "consumption" of space on a daily basis could be outlined. 

The same approach could additionally be combined with a more detailed display of 
individual user's movements by using the information of handover between masts to 
determine the actual (coarse) paths travelled between masts. By using flow maps and 
statistical testing, it would be possible to measure where the amount of flows is most intensely 
concentrated at certain hours as well as where, when and to what extent flows from different 
parts of the city converge. Thus, the amount and nature of mutual contact between residents 
living in different parts of the city and, presumably, also living different kinds of lives could 
be measured.    

Considering these suggestions, it is evident that this study has only pointed towards a few 
of the many possible applications of cell phone data within analysis of mobility and spatial 
relationships. Even though the exact virtue of applications of cell phone data within these 
areas still remain largely unknown, the current trend towards enhancing the understanding of 
space and interaction between human individuals represents a very positive onset towards an 
improved understanding of complex spatial phenomena. Hopefully, this study has to at least 
some extent provided a contribution.  
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APPENDIX 1. Basic SPSS scripts  
 
** Basic scripting for determining mobility between masts.  
 
if lag(imsi)ne imsi Xbtw = Xm. 
if lag(imsi)ne imsi Ybtw = Ym. 
if lag(imsi)ne imsi DistNew = 0. 
 
if lag(imsi) = imsi Xbtw = (MIN(lag(Xm),Xm) + (1/2*(MAX(lag(Xm),Xm) - MIN(lag(Xm),Xm)))). 
if lag(imsi) = imsi Ybtw = (MIN(lag(Ym),Ym) + (1/2*(MAX(lag(Ym),Ym) - MIN(lag(Ym),Ym)))). 
if lag(imsi) = imsi DistNew = sqrt(((lag(Ybtw) - Ybtw)*(lag(Ybtw) - Ybtw))+((lag(Xbtw) - Xbtw)*(lag(Xbtw) - 
Xbtw))). 
execute. 
 
** Calculating number of fives and adding value labels.  
 
compute Fives = XDATE.HOUR(agg_time) * 12 + XDATE.MINUTE(agg_time)/5. 
execute. 
add value labels fives   
0 00:00  
1 00:05  
2 00:10  
… 
** Continue list until  
 
285 23:45  
286 23:50  
287 23:55 . 
execute. 
 
** Creating a counter variable used to determine the summed total stationary time and the stationary time at each 
location 
 
if lag(Fives) <= fives and lag(Xm) ne Xm or lag(Ym) ne Ym StationaryTime = 0.   
  
if lag(Fives) <= fives and lag(Xm) = Xm and lag(Ym) = Ym StationaryTime = ((Fives - lag(Fives)) * 5). 
        
if lag(Fives) <= fives and lag(Xm) ne Xm or lag(Ym) ne Ym StationaryTimeCumulative = 0.  
   
if lag(Fives) <= fives and lag(Xm) = Xm and lag(Ym) = Ym StationaryTimeCumulative =  
lag(StationaryTimeCumulative) + ((Fives - lag(Fives)) * 5).      
      
if lag(Fives) > fives StationaryTime = Fives * 5.     
if lag(Fives) > fives StationaryTimeKum = Fives * 5.     
 
if Fives < 88 Timer24h = 1. 
if Fives > 120 and Fives < 173 Timer24h = 2. 
if Fives > 199 and Fives < 241 Timer24h = 3. 
if Fives > 263 Timer24h = 4. 
 
add value labels Timer24h 
1 NightRest 00 until 7_25 
2 DaytimeActivity 10 until 14_30 
3 AfternoonActivity 16_40 until 20 
4 EveningActivity 22 until 24. 
 
** Applying the Pythagorean fomula for Euclidean distance. 
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AGGREGATE 
  /OUTFILE=* MODE=ADDVARIABLES 
  /BREAK=imsi Timer24h Xm Ym 
  /SumTCateXY=SUM(StationaryTime). 
 
AGGREGATE 
  /OUTFILE=* MODE=ADDVARIABLES 
  /BREAK=imsi Timer24h 
  /SumTCateXY_max=MAX(SumTCateXY). 
 
compute HomeX = 0. 
compute HomyY = 0. 
if Timer24h = 1 and SumTCateXY_max = SumTCateXY  HomeX = Xm. 
if Timer24h = 1 and SumTCateXY_max = SumTCateXY  HomeY = Ym. 
compute JobX = 0. 
compute JobY= 0. 
if Timer24h = 2 and SumTCateXY_max = SumTCateXY  HomeX = Xm. 
if Timer24h = 2 and SumTCateXY_max = SumTCateXY  HomeY = Ym. 
Compute HomeJobDist = sqrt(((HomeX - JobX) * (HomeX - JobX)) + ((HomeY - JobY) * (HomeY - JobY))).   
 
 
AGGREGATE 
  /OUTFILE=* MODE=ADDVARIABLES 
  /BREAK=imsi 
  /HomeX_max=MAX(HomeX)  
  /HomY_max=MAX(HomY)  
  /JobX_max=MAX(JobX)  
  /JobY_max=MAX(JobY). 
 
compute HomeJobDist = 0.  
if HomeX_max > 0 and  JobX_max > 0  HomeJobDist = sqrt(((HomeX_max - JobX_max) * (HomeX_max - 
JobX_max)) + ((HomY_max - JobY_max) * (HomY_max - JobY_max))).   
if HomeX_max = 0 or JobX_max = 0 HomeJobDist = -1. 
SAVE OUTFILE='X:\output folder' 
  /COMPRESSED. 
 
** Adding country names to mcc country codes (a full list of updated accurate MCC codes can easily be found 
online) 
 
add value labels mcc_first 
202 Greece 
204 Netherlands 
… 
 
748 Uruguay 
750 Falkland Islands 
901 International. 
execute. 
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APPDENIX 2. Scripts used for k-nearest neighbour analysis within 
EquiPop 
 
** Truncate mast coordinates and 50 additional meters for increased accuracy.  
  
compute X100m = (trunc(HomeX/100) *100) + 50.  
compute Y100m = (trunc(HomeY/100) *100) + 50.  
execute. 
 
** If necessary, retrieve old values by calculating mean values with the number of each mast's residential 
phones. 
 
Compute HJDall = HomeJobDist_mean * Phones. 
Compute DistTotal = DistNew_mean * Phones. 
execute. 
 
** Continue by aggregating 
 
DATASET ACTIVATE NewDatasetˆ. 
DATASET DECLARE AggregateSet. 
AGGREGATE 
  /OUTFILE='AggregateSet' 
  /BREAK=X100m Y100m 
  /HJDall_sum=SUM(HJDall)  
  /DistTotall_sum=SUM(DistTotall)  
  /Phones_sum=SUM(Phones). 
 
** Continue within the aggregated file 
 
Compute HDJmean = HJDall_sum / Phones_sum. 
Compute DistTotMean = DistTotall_sum / Phones_sum. 
execute. 
 
 
** Remove missing cases (otherwise EquiPop will not be able to run) 
 
DATASET ACTIVATE AggregateSet. 
RECODE HDJmean DistTotMean Phones_sum (MISSING=0). 
EXECUTE. 
 
** Sort each measurement in descending order or use descriptive statistics to obtain maximum values  
 
HJDMean maximum = 434386 
DistTotMean maximum = 402576 
 
compute HDJfract = (HDJmean / 434386) * Phones_sum. 
compute DistTotfract = (DistTotMean / 402576) * Phones_sum. 
execute. 
 
 
** Compute compulsory ID variable (in this case only a dummy variable ) 
 
COMPUTE ID=1. 
EXECUTE. 
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** Save file as tab delimited to get the EquiPop runfile 
 
SAVE OUTFILE='X:\Output folder\EqpRunfile.tab' 
  /COMPRESSED. 
 
** Run Equipop for HDJ and DistTot respectively 
 
** Import EquiPop output files, begin with the output file containing DistTot. 
 
GET DATA  /TYPE=TXT 
  /FILE="X:\Output folder\EqpDistTot.dat" 
  /DELCASE=LINE 
  /DELIMITERS="\t" 
  /ARRANGEMENT=DELIMITED 
  /FIRSTCASE=2 
  /IMPORTCASE=ALL 
  /VARIABLES= 
  Id F1.0 
  EastWest F7.0 
  NorthSouth F7.0 
  CountAllLocal F3.0 
  CountGroupLocal DOT20.0 
  SumCountAll F5.0 
  SumCountGroup F16.12 
  Ratio DOT18.0 
  MaxDistance F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_100 F3.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_100 F16.14 
  IntervalRatio_100 DOT19.0 
  IntervalDistance_100 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_200 F4.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_200 F16.14 
  IntervalRatio_200 DOT19.0 
  IntervalDistance_200 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_400 F4.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_400 F16.14 
  IntervalRatio_400 DOT19.0 
  IntervalDistance_400 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_800 F4.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_800 F16.14 
  IntervalRatio_800 DOT19.0 
  IntervalDistance_800 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_1600 F4.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_1600 F16.13 
  IntervalRatio_1600 DOT18.0 
  IntervalDistance_1600 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_3200 F4.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_3200 F16.13 
  IntervalRatio_3200 DOT18.0 
  IntervalDistance_3200 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_6400 F4.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_6400 F16.13 
  IntervalRatio_6400 DOT18.0 
  IntervalDistance_6400 F8.2 
  IntervalSumCountAll_12800 F5.0 
  IntervalSumCountGroup_12800 F16.12 
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  IntervalRatio_12800 DOT18.0 
  IntervalDistance_12800 F8.2. 
CACHE. 
EXECUTE. 
DATASET NAME DataSet14 WINDOW=FRONT. 
 
** Multiply each interval ratio with the previously used maximum values 
 
Compute DistTot100 = (IntervalRatio_100 * 402576) . 
Compute DistTot200 = (IntervalRatio_200 * 402576) . 
Compute DistTot400 = (IntervalRatio_400 *  402576) . 
Compute DistTot800 = (IntervalRatio_800 *  402576) . 
Compute DistTot1600 = (IntervalRatio_1600 *  402576). 
Compute DistTot3200 = (IntervalRatio_3200 *  402576) . 
Compute DistTot6400 = (IntervalRatio_6400 *  402576). 
Compute DistTot12800 = (IntervalRatio_12800 ) *  402576. 
execute. 
 
 
** Use the same import procedure for the outputfile containing the HDJ variable, but replace the above script 
with 
 
Compute HomeJobDistance100 = (IntervalRatio_100 * 434386) . 
Compute HomeJobDistance200 = (IntervalRatio_200 * 434386) . 
Compute HomeJobDistance400 = (IntervalRatio_400 * 434386) . 
Compute HomeJobDistance800 = (IntervalRatio_800 * 434386) . 
Compute HomeJobDistance1600 = (IntervalRatio_1600 * 434386). 
Compute HomeJobDistance3200 = (IntervalRatio_3200 * 434386) . 
Compute HomeJobDistance6400 = (IntervalRatio_6400 * 434386). 
Compute HomeJobDistance12800 = (IntervalRatio_12800 ) * 434386. 
execute. 
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APPENDIX 3. Flow map input file script  
 
**Script used to create the input for making flowmaps in QGIS 2.6.  
 
DATASET ACTIVATE DataSet. 
FILTER OFF. 
USE ALL. 
SELECT IF (HomeX > 0  & JobX > 0). 
EXECUTE. 
 
 
SAVE OUTFILE="X:\Output folder\ODmatrix.sav" 
  /COMPRESSED. 
 
String GEOM (A100). 
compute GEOM = concat("LINESTRING (",HomeX," ",HomeY, ", ", JobX, " ", JobY, ")"). 
execute. 
 
string EndBracket (A1). 
string Comma1 (A2). 
string LinStr (A12). 
string HomeXt (A7). 
string HomeYt (A7). 
string JobXt (A7). 
string JobYt (A7). 
 
string space (A1). 
compute space = " ". 
execute. 
 
If HomeX > 0 HomeXt = string(HomeX,F7). 
If HomeY > 0 HomeYt = string(HomeY,F7). 
If JobX > 0 JobXt = string(JobX,F7). 
If JobY > 0 JobYt = string(JobY,F7). 
compute EndBracket = ")". 
compute Comma1 = ",". 
compute LinStr = "LINESTRING (". 
execute. 
 
String GEOM2 (A100). 
compute GEOM2 = concat(Linstr, HomeXt,space, HomeYt, Comma1, JobXt, space, JobYt, EndBracket). 
execute. 
 
** Save outfile as CSV  
SAVE OUTFILE="X:\Output folder\ODmatrixFinished.csv" 
  /COMPRESSED. 
 
** Use outfile in QGIS 
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